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I came across this blog from Dr. Ron Lamberts, a primary 
care physician in Augusta, GA for 23 years. In his blog, he 
shares “A Letter to Patients with Chronic Disease.” His letter 
stunned me. I have never seen a letter anything like this 
from any of my doctors. It would be amazing to know what 
my doctors think. I could then engage with them in a way 
that builds our relationship and produces the best possible 
health results for me. 

In physician development and the Patient Experience movement, we emphasize 
the importance of getting to know patients as people to build good relationships 
and partnerships for the sake of effective care. What I haven’t seen us emphasize 
is how physicians can be proactive and help their patients get to know THEM! 
After all, building a healthy, harmonious, productive relationship is a two-way 
street.

Dr. Lambert’s letter helps patients get to know him, his 
approach and the thinking behind his approach. He also 
helps patients know what they can and cannot expect of 
him, and he shares advice that can help them help him be  
a better doctor. He accomplishes all of this with empathy  
and authenticity. Here are a few powerful excerpts from his 
letter. (Click here to read Dr. Lamberts’ full letter).  

Soapbox: Doctor Communication of a Different Kind

Dear Patients: 

You have it very hard, much harder than most people understand.  
Having sat for 16 years listening to the stories, I have come to  
understand that I too can’t understand what your lives are like….

I can’t imagine.

But I do bring something to the table that you may not know. I do have 
information that you can’t really understand because of your unique 
perspective…  There is something that you need to understand that, 
while it won’t undo your pain, make your fatigue go away, or lift your 
emotions, it will help you… It may not seem important, but trust me,  
it is.

You scare doctors.

http://languageofcaring.com
http://www.languageofcaring.com/resource-center/heartbeat-e-newsletter/
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=4215290
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Language-of-Caring/383439288436890
https://twitter.com/languageofcare
https://www.youtube.com/user/languageofcaring
http://more-distractible.org/#about
http://more-distractible.org/musings/2010/07/14/a-letter-to-patients-with-chronic-disease/
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“You know better 
than anyone that 
we docs are just 
people – with 
all the stupidity, 
inconsistency, and 
fallibility that goes 
with that – who 
happen to doctor  
for a living.”

No, I am not talking about the fear of disease, pain, or death. I am  
not talking about doctors being afraid of the limits of their knowledge. 
I am talking about your understanding of a fact that everyone else 
seems to miss, a fact that many doctors hide from: we are normal, 
fallible people who happen to doctor for a job. We are not special.  
In fact, many of us are very insecure, wanting to feel the affirmation  
of people who get better, hearing the praise of those we help. 

Then there is the fact that you also possess something that is  
usually our domain: knowledge… You possess deep understanding 
of something that many doctors don’t possess. 

So when you approach a doctor – especially one you’ve never met 
before – you come with a knowledge of your disease that they don’t 
have, and a knowledge of the doctor’s limitations that few other  
patients have. You see why you scare doctors?... I know this because, 
just like you know your disease better than any doctor, I know what 
being a doctor feels like more than any patient could ever understand. 

So let me be so bold as to give you advice on dealing with doctors. 
There are some things you can do to make things easier (followed by 
seven tips)

• Tip 1: Don’t come on too strong – yes, you have to advocate
for yourself, but remember that doctors are used to being in 
control… Your goal with any doctor is to build a partnership  
of trust that goes both ways, and coming on too strong at the 
start can hurt your chances of ever having that. 

• Tip 7: Forgive us – Sometimes I forget about important things
in my patients’ lives. Sometimes I don’t know you’ve had  
surgery or that your sister comes to see me as well…  
Be patient with me – I usually know when I’ve messed up, 
and if you know me well, I don’t mind being reminded.  
Well, maybe I mind it a little.

You know better than anyone that we docs are just people – with all 
the stupidity, inconsistency, and fallibility that goes with that – who 
happen to doctor for a living. I hope this helps, and I really hope you 
get the help you need. 

Sincerely,
Dr. Rob

http://languageofcaring.com
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Now What?
Are you a physician who would appreciate your patients’ understanding? 
Then, consider the value of proactively developing a communication style  
that reveals more about you, your beliefs and approach, and your sugges-
tions for how they can best engage with you in their own interests. Below is 
a tool to help you think through your key messages. Use it to help yourself 
develop your pitch to patients, whether you make that pitch in writing, or 
weave key messages in your interactions and conversations over time.

Key Message Points about You
What can you tell your patients about you and your approach to your work 
that will help them:

• See you as a person?
• Gain insight into your approach to them?

What can you suggest to patients so that they help build a positive 
relationship with you?

• What can they do that would help you partner with them well?
• What do you suggest they avoid doing, so that your relationship

goes well and they get the help they want?

Are you a physician leader or patient experience leader who would like  
to help colleagues build more satisfying relationships with patients,  
so they can provide better coaching and better medicine and also achieve 
greater gratification from their daily work? Share this approach with them.  
Or engage them in a team meeting or grand rounds during which you 
engage physicians in interviewing each other to clarify how and what they 
can communicate to help their relationship with patients. (This would also 
be a powerful team-building activity).  

Dr. Lamberts’ letter is powerful and gutsy. It takes boldness to examine  
your beliefs and share them openly with patients. But consider the 
benefits. The number one factor most highly related to physicians’  
gratification at work is the quality of their relationships with patients.  
This approach certainly has the potential to send that through the roof. 

Click here to also read Dr. Lamberts’ blog “Ten Rules for Good Medicine” 
which is full of great advice for doctors.

“The number 
one factor most 
highly related 
to physicians’ 
gratification at work 
is the quality of their 
relationships with 
patients.”

http://languageofcaring.com
http://more-distractible.org/musings/2010/05/23/10-rules-for-good-medicine
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Language of Caring® is pleased 
to introduce you to:

Advanced Communication for Physicians™ goes beyond the basics to 
help providers and advanced practice clinicians develop the communication 
skills that earn trust, engage patients, and bring joy to the practice of 
medicine. The program is designed to be completed individually and online, 
on any device. And, successful completion earns 4 CME units. 

Learn how to get started!
  www.dronline.languageofcaring.com

For information on how this program can work for groups, contact Jill Golde, Partner 
and SVP Market Development at jgolde@languageofcaring.com or 314-571-9607.

www.dronline.languageofcaring.com

10%
Early Adopters 

Discount 

Use Code: 
HeartBeat10

For information on how this program can work for groups, contact Jill Golde, Partner 
and SVP Market Development at jgolde@languageofcaring.com or 314-571-9607.

http://languageofcaring.com
https://dronline.languageofcaring.com/pricing/
mailto:jgolde@languageofcaring.com
https://dronline.languageofcaring.com/
https://dronline.languageofcaring.com/
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Platform for the Patients’ Perspective

A digital online platform designed by Yale New Haven Health and  
PatientWisdomTM allows patients and family members to input information 
about themselves and their approach to health care, such as their health 
challenges, priorities and goals; what they wish the doctor would ask; and how 
much they want to be involved in health decision-making. This information, 
integrated into the EHR, enables the healthcare team easy access to vital  
details that help them better care for and understand their patients as individuals. 
Click here to watch a short video with more details. 

Tenacity — A Mindfulness Game

Instructions:

1. Take a poll. Ask people on your team if they play games
on their phone, tablet or computer to reduce stress.

2. Invite people to share and briefly describe their favorite
stress-buster game.

3. Suggest they try a game called “Tenacity”.

“Tenacity” is an app that helps you strengthen your ability to remain mind-
ful in the face of distractions. You count your breaths while exploring exotic 
environments such as Egyptian dunes, Greek ruins or stairways into space. 
By tapping on the screen in rhythm with your breaths, you are forced to 
focus on this simple activity. As the game proceeds, more distractions are 
added, like a flock of birds flying by. This game is surprisingly entertaining 
and helps you focus or calm down in stressful situations. 

If you have other favorite stress-buster games, please let us know so we 
can share with others at: wleebov@languageofcaring.com

http://languageofcaring.com
https://patientwisdom.com/videos/patientwisdom-helps-doctors-learn-whats-important-to-patients
mailto:wleebov@languageofcaring.com
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Pass the Egg Relay

Purpose
Engage your team in identifying keys to effective patient handoffs from 
one staff member to another. 

Instructions
This activity is like a relay race. Each round takes only two minutes.

• Divide into two teams with the same number of people in each.
Either sit at two tables or stand in two rows.

• Give one person in each team an egg on a spoon.

• Round 1: Practice. Instruct people to pass the egg
on the spoon along the row or around the table as 
fast as they can. They are only allowed to hold the 
spoon with one hand. They cannot touch the egg. 

• Strategize: Ask them to DISCUSS for one minute
how they can improve the way they pass the egg,  
so that they can be faster while ensuring the safety 
of the egg. 

• Round 2: Replay using strategy. Now that they’ve
practiced and strategized, Round 2 is a RACE.  
Starting where the egg ended, have them pass it  
back to the other end of the row or around the table 
as fast as they can without letting it drop.

• Promote cheering. Make this a fun, lively game.

• P.S. Use a hard-boiled egg. But if someone asks if it’s hard-boiled,
say “Time will tell!” Don’t admit the eggs are hard-boiled.

Ask the Group

• What did it take to pass the egg successfully? For example:
focus, care, teamwork, making sure the next person is ready,  
making sure the next person along the way was ready to receive 
the egg, the path of the egg is seamless, etc.

• How is a patient like the egg? For example: fragile, breakable,
dependent on us, in our hands!

• What does this activity suggest are keys to being effective at
providing safe, seamless and timely service for our patients?

STAFF
MEETING
IDEAS

STAFF
MEETING
IDEA

http://languageofcaring.com
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Patient Experience, Engagement and Culture: 
Proven Solutions from Language of Caring

Movers & Shakers Share the WHAT & the HOW: 
Tales & Tips for Achieving a Culture of Caring

Many healthcare leaders have reported 
that they’ve “hit a wall” as they seek further 
improvement in patient experience, employee 
engagement, and culture transformation. In our 
shared quest to achieve the exceptional patient, 
family and team experience, Language of Caring 
has demonstrated success with three state-
of-the-art strategies that help organizations 
break through that wall, elevating relationships 
with patients, families and colleagues to a new 
level and producing a sustainable culture of 
caring and engagement. In this webinar, thought 
leaders Jill Golde and Dr. Jeremy Blanchard 
describe these strategies and their far-reaching 
benefits for healthcare organizations.

Language of Caring clients are achieving  
dramatic improvement on engagement,  
CAHPS and culture. Key to their success is  
strong, effective leadership within their 
organizations. In this webinar, dynamic strategy 
champions and master implementers of  
Language of Caring from two healthcare 
organizations share the nuts and bolts of their 
implementations, success factors for engagement 
and sustainability, and insights gained about 
maximizing personal leadership and impact.

Highlights:
• The powerful impact of engaging staff and 

providers in mastering and using advanced 
communication skills: the research and evidence

• Language of Caring strategies that elevate staff  
and clinician competency and foster a pervasive 
culture of caring

• The concrete implementation processes that 
engage and inspire while resulting in strategies  
that stick

• The compelling results organizations have  
achieved using these strategies

 

Highlights:
• How the Language of Caring strategies works, 

in a nutshell
• High-leverage leadership: how the organizations 

made their strategies take hold and stick

• Learnings, surprises and discoveries
• Tips and suggestions for implementing 

strategies with impact and sustainability

 

CLICK HERE to sign up for this complimentary webinar.

CLICK HERE to sign up for this complimentary webinar.

WEBINAR FACULTY

Jill Golde, MS,  
Partner and SVP Market Development, 

Language of Caring 
Dr. Jeremy Blanchard, MD, MMM, CPE,  

Chief Medical Officer & Coach, Language of Caring

REMINDER: LANGUAGE OF CARING PRESENTS
TWO COMPLIMENTARY WEBINARS

WEDNESDAY,

Nov. 8, 2017

1–2 PM (EST)

WEDNESDAY,

Nov. 29, 2017

1–2 PM (EST)

WEBINAR FACULTY
Dorothy Sisneros, MS, MBA 

Partner and SVP Client Services, Language of Caring

Alisia S. Oxendine, BA, MPA 
Director of Guest Services, 

Southeastern Regional Medical Center

Heather A. Beauchamp, MSN, RN, LSSBB 
Director Medical Staff Strategic Support, 

Upper Chesapeake Medical Center

http://languageofcaring.com
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/108690408500430081
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/4871376756817111553
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Achieving an unparalleled patient experience and a culture  
of caring through exceptional communication.

Spread the Resources 
• Forward this month’s HeartBeat email to others.
• Share and tweet the following link: 

Doctor Communication of a Different Kind
http://languageofcaring.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/doctor-communication-of-a-different-kind.pdf

Jill Golde, MS, Dorothy Sisneros, MS, MBA 
and Wendy Leebov, EdD—partners at 
Language of Caring.

Contact Us!

314 300 7701

PLEASE FOLLOW US!

Join our LinkedIn Group “Patient Experience & Communication” 
and add to the rich discussions.

y Web-based training programs that hardwire best practice communication skills 
y Proven CAHPS and patient experience breakthroughs
y Engages and fulfills Staff and Physicians

Join the 200+ organizations who are transforming their cultures with the Language of Caring 

Achieve Communication Excellence 
with Our Patient Experience Solutions 

TO LEARN MORE
Attend a Live Webinar Overview on December 14 or December 19 or Contact Us

http://languageofcaring.com
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=4215290
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Language-of-Caring/383439288436890
https://twitter.com/languageofcare
https://www.youtube.com/user/languageofcaring
http://languageofcaring.com/contact-us/
http://languageofcaring.com/contact-us/
http://www.languageofcaring.com/webinars/intro-to-communication-skill-building-solutions/
http://languageofcaring.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/doctor-communication-of-a-different-kind.pdf



